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bangladesh s largest university the site provides brief information
about academics departments and the library the study of urban informal
sector education has gained importance and expanded the scope and
contents of the study in the last thirty years one of the major
challenges for geographers is finding the dynamics of this sector as it
is expanding gradually and a huge number of students are related to this
activities this research examines the role of education coaching as an
urban informal activity dhaka city as a center of education has been
experiencing the proliferation of coaching centers for the last twenty
years the mushrooming of coaching centers is symptomatic of the failure
of bangladesh s education system as a whole formal education
institutions are failing to provide students with necessary instructions
in the classrooms this is why the guardians and their wards are making a
beeline for education coaching this research aims to describe the
process of growth of coaching centers as an informal sector activity
with a special emphasis on students involvement in this process as an
empirical research it follows a detailed questionnaire survey and direct
interview method this study discusses the size of economy controlled by
the coaching centers students dependency on coaching and the impact of
these phenomena contributed articles chiefly on the economic conditions
and a few on political situation in bangladesh preface the present work
examines the industrial experience of bengal during the period 1900 to
1939 with particular emphasis on the role of the government as the main
instrument for growth for this work available statistical material has
been utilized for the sake of precision as well as to strengthen the
qualitative evidence the book contains eight chapters while chapter i
builds up the case for industrial development chapter ii examines in
detail the industrial policy of the bengal government in the light of
its own limitations as a subordinate authority to the government of
india and that of whitehall chapter iii is an investigation of the
labour market in bengal with emphasis on the supply of labour to jute
tea and coal industries in relation to wages and conditions of work in
chapter iv i have examined the rates of profitability and security of
industrial investments in this chapter i have also examined the financial
institutions of the time and their role in the industrial development of
the province chapter v points to some of the difficulties experienced by
indian entrepreneurs and in the above light looks at their contribution
to the larger industrial establishments of bengal the next two chapters
vi and vii examine the growth and development of the two biggest
manufacturing industries of our period jute and handloom cotton weaving
industries the concluding chapter is an estimate of the industrial
progress made in the province during the period under review this book
is a slightly revised version of my ph d thesis submitted to the
university of london in 1978 in the preparation of this thesis i have
accumulated an enormous debt of gratitude to my supervisor dr k n
chaudhuri whose careful vigilance and timely intervention saved me from
many factual errors and infelicities of style my thanks are also due to
mr i b harrison who went through some of my preliminary chapters during
the absence of dr chaudhuri in 1975 76 and made many useful observations
i am also indebted to dr sirajul islam of dhaka university for helping
me with some necessary corrections here i take this opportunity also to
express my deep gratitude to the uk commonwealth commission which
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offered me a scholarship for three years which enabled me to undertake
this research work needless to say without their financial help it would
have been virtually impossible to pursue this course of studies i also
wish to thank the university of dhaka for granting me the necessary
study leave there remains also a special group of people without whose
co operation patience and tolerance this work would not have seen the
light of day in this group belong the library staff of the british
library including the newspaper section at colindale senate house
library the library of the school of oriental and african studies and
particularly the india office library and records including their
newspaper section at the bush house i take this opportunity to thank mr
j sims of the india office library and records for being so helpful in
tracking down apparently untraceable official documents i wish to thank
the staff of the bangladesh secretariat record room and of the
secretariat library dhaka for extending me all possible facilities in
carrying out my research work finally i owe a special debt of gratitude
to my wife lilly whose support and constant encouragement over these
years was invaluable in completing this work a z m iftikhar ul awwal
inclusion and exclusion of the urban poor in dhaka explores how the
inhabitants of poor neighborhoods in dhaka bangladesh gain inclusion in
the city at the face of exclusion the book considers how the people of
poor neighborhoods encounter the exclusionary behavior of city
development and how their inclusionary attempts have influenced the
urban design the book is presented in two parts first it explains how
people in poor neighborhoods face exclusion because of the imbalance of
power and politics second it demonstrates how the existing exclusion of
urban poor is affecting their strategies to gain access to urban
services through people s power and politics focusing on the
transdisciplinary field of urban anthropology the chapters uncover the
urban forces policies and actions that facilitate urban politics it also
investigates the people who live in poor neighborhoods who in the face
of exclusion have included themselves in urban development planning and
design by employing diverse strategies against those forces in the urban
politics e g accepting dominance bargaining or having control over their
lives this book will recontextualize an ethnographic inquiry into the
exclusion and inclusion of the people within city development design
plans and innovations in applications of anthropological theory and
methodology this book will encourage the reader to understand the
politics of state s development projects and plans and furthermore
instigate the city government planners and policymakers to focus on the
people s political power and agency that enables them to achieve
inclusion it will therefore be of interest to researchers and students
of urban planning and development urban geography and urban anthropology
as well as planning professionals and policymakers inclusion and
exclusion of the urban poor in dhaka explores how the inhabitants of
poor neighborhoods in dhaka bangladesh gain inclusion in the city at the
face of exclusion the book considers how the people of poor
neighborhoods encounter the exclusionary behavior of city development
and how their inclusionary attempts have influenced the urban design the
book is presented in two parts first it explains how people in poor
neighborhoods face exclusion because of the imbalance of power and
politics second it demonstrates how the existing exclusion of urban poor
is affecting their strategies to gain access to urban services through
people s power and politics focusing on the transdisciplinary field of
urban anthropology the chapters uncover the urban forces policies and
actions that facilitate urban politics it also investigates the people
who live in poor neighborhoods who in the face of exclusion have
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included themselves in urban development planning and design by
employing diverse strategies against those forces in the urban politics
e g accepting dominance bargaining or having control over their lives
this book will recontextualize an ethnographic inquiry into the
exclusion and inclusion of the people within city development design
plans and innovations in applications of anthropological theory and
methodology this book will encourage the reader to understand the
politics of state s development projects and plans and furthermore
instigate the city government planners and policymakers to focus on the
people s political power and agency that enables them to achieve
inclusion it will therefore be of interest to researchers and students
of urban planning and development urban geography and urban anthropology
as well as planning professionals and policymakers dhaka may be one of
the most densely populated cities in the world noisy grid locked short
on public amenities and blighted with sprawling slums but as these
stories show it is also one of the most colourful and chaotically joyful
places you could possibly call home slum kids and film stars day
dreaming rich boys gangsters and former freedom fighters all rub
shoulders in these streets often with dhaka s famous rickshaws ferrying
them to and fro across cultural economic and ethnic divides just like
dhaka itself these stories thrive on the rich interplay between folk
culture and high art they both cherish and lampoon the city s great
tradition of political protest and they pay tribute to a nation that was
borne out of a love of language one language in particular bangla from
which all these stories have been translated written by some of the most
notable criminologists of south asia this book examines advances in law
criminal justice and criminology in south asia with particular reference
to india pakistan and bangladesh the edited collection explores on the
basis of surveys interviews court records and legislative documents a
wide range of timely issues such as the impacts of modernization and
globalization on laws combating violence against women and children
evolution of rape laws and the issues of gender justice laws for
combating online child sexual abuse transformation in juvenile justice
integration of women into policing the dynamics of violence and civility
and the birth of colonial criminology in south asia students of
criminology and criminal justice practitioners policy makers and human
rights advocates will find this distinctive volume highly valuable why
it is important to write a book about the ancient and modern history of
universities once upon a time we knew and believed that the al azher
alighar muslim and madina university were famous universities also the
dhaka university is the oxford of eastern world we feel proud of the
civilization of egypt babylonian and athens but we are aware or do not
learn more about the sind civilization of ancient india but now a days
middle east africa and many other countries of asia the education system
is not compared to the modern world according to the world ranking many
universities are uncountable this book will be helpful for those who are
interested to know the roots of the higher education system the book
dhaka megacity geospatial perspectives on urbanisation environment and
health presents the use of geospatial techniques to address a number of
environmental issues including land use change climatic variability
urban sprawl population density modelling flooding environmental health
water quality energy resources urban growth modelling infectious
diseases and the quality of life although the work is focused on the
megacity of dhaka in bangladesh the techniques and methods that are used
to research these issues can be utilized in any other areas where rapid
population growth coupled with unplanned urbanization is leading to
environmental degradation the book is useful for people working in the
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area of geospatial science urban geography environmental management and
international development since the chapters in the book cover a range
of environmental issues this book describes useful tools for assisting
informed decision making particularly in developing countries this
fascinating new book explores the benefits and dynamics of social media
storms and identifies the possible opportunities that they present for
further engagement with customers it provides actionable managerial
advice on planning for measuring and innovatively navigating social
media storms based on a sound theoretical background and illustrated by
vivid real life examples and case studies throughout every chapter this
book combines thorough explanations of the elements of business decision
making market interaction consumer psychology branding and business
communication in comparison to the existing literature the book departs
from the classical but insufficient crisis communication management
approaches to suggest novel frameworks and tools for empowering
businesses consumers and broader societies in the digital age social
media storms empowering leadership beyond crisis management provides
advanced undergraduate and postgraduate digital marketing marketing
communications strategy and crisis management students with a
comprehensive understanding of the social media storm phenomenon and
helps marketing and communications professionals to leverage the
opportunities that social media storms are bringing by the middle of the
twenty first century more than fifty per cent of the world s population
will live in an urban environment most of this new urban growth will
take place in asia and africa yet most governments in these two
continents seem woefully unprepared for the challenges they will face in
providing their urban citizens with the basic services and security from
poverty environmental degradation and crime it is in this context that
in depth studies which lay bare the contours and characteristics of
society and institutions in the urban setting of third world countries
assume importance and urgency most studies on urbanisation in developing
countries concentrate on slums and shanty towns in isolation from the
rest of the society by contrast social formation in dhaka 1985 2005
analyses urbanisation and urban society in a holistic manner connecting
the poor with the non poor and delineating the change agents of the city
as the first longitudinal study of the social structure of any third
world megacity this book will be of interest to urban sociologists
policy makers ngos and researchers engaged in understanding the
development in cities in the global south collection of papers presented
at the first international seminar on the influence of perso arabic
literary traditions on kazi nazrul islam special reference to the holy
quran and divan i hafez held in 2015 and first international seminar on
the contribution of kazi nazrul islam and abul qasem firdausi to their
national heritages held in 2016 organized by abu rayhan biruni
foundation dhaka at university of dhaka bangladesh the adoption of
english as the language of study and scholarship is becoming
increasingly common among universities across asia but does this
adoption of the english language not also mean the adoption of western
approaches to scholarship and knowledge this most timely and important
book critically examines how eap practitioners can negotiate between
western and asian academic practices and approaches to knowledge and
scholarship and is essential reading for anyone involved in
international education andy kirkpatrick professor in linguistics
griffith university this book provides a supportive lending hand to
researchers of constitutional law worldwide about the constitutional law
of bangladesh moreover this book discusses the evolution and development
of the constitutional law of bangladesh over 50 years from its embryonic
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stage with reference to comparative constitutional law this book is a
very useful resource for the comparative constitutional researchers as
readers will be able to easily interpret the constitutional law of
bangladesh from national regional and global constitutional law
perspectives this book celebrates the fiftieth anniversary of the
constitution the first of its kind to portray the journey of
constitutionalism in bangladesh comprehensively with intellectual
observations and palatable recommendations for improvement this book
looks back to the constituent assembly debates intention of the
constitution makers and how have those dreams and aspirations have come
into realities what goals have been achieved what caused some failures
and what should be its future directions at such a momentous point in
history it is imperative that its native and foreign constitutional
authoritative voices scholarly assess the constitutional design
understand the reasons for its successes and occasional failures and
ventilate their views towards its progressive development to elevate it
to a new height in the 21st century and beyond the book chapters discuss
not only the text of the constitution and some judicial precedents
rather involve in a much larger task of unveiling the interpretative
approach of the constitution from a comparative constitutional law
perspective this book shall project the future roadmap for the journey
of constitutionalism in bangladesh throughout all chapters offering
policy recommendations for the revision of the constitution this highly
interesting book studies the cultural context of modernisation of middle
class muslim women in late 19th and 20th century bengal its frames of
reference are the bengal awakening the reform movements brahmo hindu and
muslim and the women s question as articulated in material and
ideological terms throughout the period tracing the emergence of the
modern muslim gentlewomen the bhadramahila starting in 1876 when nawab
faizunnesa chaudhurani published her first book and ending with the
foundation in 1939 of the lady brabourne college the book gives an
excellent analysis of the rise of a muslim woman s public sphere and
broadens our knowledge of bengali social history in the colonial period
between 1991 and 2010 dhaka s population more than doubled to 15 million
simultaneously the city s contribution to the national economy almost
trebled clearly population growth was accompanied by an unmistakable
trend of economic growth and a significant decline in urban poverty and
income inequality on the other hand dhaka s high population density
exacerbated serious environmental challenges and it was soon ranked as
one of the world s least livable cities in the context of these
contradictory signals of rapid urbanization dhaka s changing landscape
sets to answer three most intriguing questions are the poorer segments
of urban population which migrate with dreams for better lives
benefitting from positive economic trends are these benefits sustainable
are these benefits creating scope for this group to have a stake in the
city s growing prosperity by studying 600 households and applying
comparative analysis over a span of 20 years the authors examine
demographic and economic trends to understand the patterns scale and
complexity of urban poverty income inequality and rural urban migration
going beyond the space and poverty debate they enlighten the readers
about the quality of life questions sustainability matters and gender
and generational roles and relations necessary to understand qualitative
transformation and migrants prospects for a better future fifty years of
bangladesh portrays the multi faceted dimensions of bangladesh s
development journey its economic and social transformation and political
and cultural contestations the book presents new empirical data
supplemented with critical analysis of processes actors and actions that
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have been the drivers of bangladesh s transformation and offers new ways
of understanding bangladesh organized in six sections the book provides
a multi disciplinary holistic and interrelated narrative of the
bangladesh story covering its economic and social transformation the
political history and changing cultural landscapes it presents new
empirical data and proposes new theoretical and analytical frameworks to
explain the country s complex and paradoxical developments capturing the
vast landscape of changes that have taken place in different sectors of
bangladesh during the last fifty years the contributors analyse the
variety of bangladesh s experiences its achievements as well as the
shortfalls and mistakes they propose new models and perspectives to
ground bangladesh s developments identify persistent and emerging
challenges and suggest ways forward a valuable addition to scholarship
on bangladesh this book can be used as a reference in universities
research institutions and international development agencies interested
in development studies south asian studies and studies of the global
south



The Dhaka University Studies
1991

bangladesh s largest university the site provides brief information
about academics departments and the library

University of Dhaka
2000

the study of urban informal sector education has gained importance and
expanded the scope and contents of the study in the last thirty years
one of the major challenges for geographers is finding the dynamics of
this sector as it is expanding gradually and a huge number of students
are related to this activities this research examines the role of
education coaching as an urban informal activity dhaka city as a center
of education has been experiencing the proliferation of coaching centers
for the last twenty years the mushrooming of coaching centers is
symptomatic of the failure of bangladesh s education system as a whole
formal education institutions are failing to provide students with
necessary instructions in the classrooms this is why the guardians and
their wards are making a beeline for education coaching this research
aims to describe the process of growth of coaching centers as an
informal sector activity with a special emphasis on students involvement
in this process as an empirical research it follows a detailed
questionnaire survey and direct interview method this study discusses
the size of economy controlled by the coaching centers students
dependency on coaching and the impact of these phenomena

Drug Addiction Among the Students of Dhaka
University
1993

contributed articles chiefly on the economic conditions and a few on
political situation in bangladesh

The Dhaka University Studies
2017

preface the present work examines the industrial experience of bengal
during the period 1900 to 1939 with particular emphasis on the role of
the government as the main instrument for growth for this work available
statistical material has been utilized for the sake of precision as well
as to strengthen the qualitative evidence the book contains eight
chapters while chapter i builds up the case for industrial development
chapter ii examines in detail the industrial policy of the bengal
government in the light of its own limitations as a subordinate
authority to the government of india and that of whitehall chapter iii
is an investigation of the labour market in bengal with emphasis on the
supply of labour to jute tea and coal industries in relation to wages
and conditions of work in chapter iv i have examined the rates of
profitability and security of industrial investments in this chapter i
have also examined the financial institutions of the time and their role



in the industrial development of the province chapter v points to some
of the difficulties experienced by indian entrepreneurs and in the above
light looks at their contribution to the larger industrial
establishments of bengal the next two chapters vi and vii examine the
growth and development of the two biggest manufacturing industries of
our period jute and handloom cotton weaving industries the concluding
chapter is an estimate of the industrial progress made in the province
during the period under review this book is a slightly revised version
of my ph d thesis submitted to the university of london in 1978 in the
preparation of this thesis i have accumulated an enormous debt of
gratitude to my supervisor dr k n chaudhuri whose careful vigilance and
timely intervention saved me from many factual errors and infelicities
of style my thanks are also due to mr i b harrison who went through some
of my preliminary chapters during the absence of dr chaudhuri in 1975 76
and made many useful observations i am also indebted to dr sirajul islam
of dhaka university for helping me with some necessary corrections here
i take this opportunity also to express my deep gratitude to the uk
commonwealth commission which offered me a scholarship for three years
which enabled me to undertake this research work needless to say without
their financial help it would have been virtually impossible to pursue
this course of studies i also wish to thank the university of dhaka for
granting me the necessary study leave there remains also a special group
of people without whose co operation patience and tolerance this work
would not have seen the light of day in this group belong the library
staff of the british library including the newspaper section at
colindale senate house library the library of the school of oriental and
african studies and particularly the india office library and records
including their newspaper section at the bush house i take this
opportunity to thank mr j sims of the india office library and records
for being so helpful in tracking down apparently untraceable official
documents i wish to thank the staff of the bangladesh secretariat record
room and of the secretariat library dhaka for extending me all possible
facilities in carrying out my research work finally i owe a special debt
of gratitude to my wife lilly whose support and constant encouragement
over these years was invaluable in completing this work a z m iftikhar
ul awwal

University of Dhaka
2016

inclusion and exclusion of the urban poor in dhaka explores how the
inhabitants of poor neighborhoods in dhaka bangladesh gain inclusion in
the city at the face of exclusion the book considers how the people of
poor neighborhoods encounter the exclusionary behavior of city
development and how their inclusionary attempts have influenced the
urban design the book is presented in two parts first it explains how
people in poor neighborhoods face exclusion because of the imbalance of
power and politics second it demonstrates how the existing exclusion of
urban poor is affecting their strategies to gain access to urban
services through people s power and politics focusing on the
transdisciplinary field of urban anthropology the chapters uncover the
urban forces policies and actions that facilitate urban politics it also
investigates the people who live in poor neighborhoods who in the face
of exclusion have included themselves in urban development planning and
design by employing diverse strategies against those forces in the urban
politics e g accepting dominance bargaining or having control over their



lives this book will recontextualize an ethnographic inquiry into the
exclusion and inclusion of the people within city development design
plans and innovations in applications of anthropological theory and
methodology this book will encourage the reader to understand the
politics of state s development projects and plans and furthermore
instigate the city government planners and policymakers to focus on the
people s political power and agency that enables them to achieve
inclusion it will therefore be of interest to researchers and students
of urban planning and development urban geography and urban anthropology
as well as planning professionals and policymakers

The Convocation Speeches: 1948-1970
1989

inclusion and exclusion of the urban poor in dhaka explores how the
inhabitants of poor neighborhoods in dhaka bangladesh gain inclusion in
the city at the face of exclusion the book considers how the people of
poor neighborhoods encounter the exclusionary behavior of city
development and how their inclusionary attempts have influenced the
urban design the book is presented in two parts first it explains how
people in poor neighborhoods face exclusion because of the imbalance of
power and politics second it demonstrates how the existing exclusion of
urban poor is affecting their strategies to gain access to urban
services through people s power and politics focusing on the
transdisciplinary field of urban anthropology the chapters uncover the
urban forces policies and actions that facilitate urban politics it also
investigates the people who live in poor neighborhoods who in the face
of exclusion have included themselves in urban development planning and
design by employing diverse strategies against those forces in the urban
politics e g accepting dominance bargaining or having control over their
lives this book will recontextualize an ethnographic inquiry into the
exclusion and inclusion of the people within city development design
plans and innovations in applications of anthropological theory and
methodology this book will encourage the reader to understand the
politics of state s development projects and plans and furthermore
instigate the city government planners and policymakers to focus on the
people s political power and agency that enables them to achieve
inclusion it will therefore be of interest to researchers and students
of urban planning and development urban geography and urban anthropology
as well as planning professionals and policymakers

An Alphabetical Index of Sanskrit Manuscripts in
the Dhaka University Library
2000

dhaka may be one of the most densely populated cities in the world noisy
grid locked short on public amenities and blighted with sprawling slums
but as these stories show it is also one of the most colourful and
chaotically joyful places you could possibly call home slum kids and
film stars day dreaming rich boys gangsters and former freedom fighters
all rub shoulders in these streets often with dhaka s famous rickshaws
ferrying them to and fro across cultural economic and ethnic divides
just like dhaka itself these stories thrive on the rich interplay
between folk culture and high art they both cherish and lampoon the city
s great tradition of political protest and they pay tribute to a nation



that was borne out of a love of language one language in particular
bangla from which all these stories have been translated

Student Politics and Quality of Education
2007

written by some of the most notable criminologists of south asia this
book examines advances in law criminal justice and criminology in south
asia with particular reference to india pakistan and bangladesh the
edited collection explores on the basis of surveys interviews court
records and legislative documents a wide range of timely issues such as
the impacts of modernization and globalization on laws combating
violence against women and children evolution of rape laws and the
issues of gender justice laws for combating online child sexual abuse
transformation in juvenile justice integration of women into policing
the dynamics of violence and civility and the birth of colonial
criminology in south asia students of criminology and criminal justice
practitioners policy makers and human rights advocates will find this
distinctive volume highly valuable

The Dhaka University Journal of Psychology
1996

why it is important to write a book about the ancient and modern history
of universities once upon a time we knew and believed that the al azher
alighar muslim and madina university were famous universities also the
dhaka university is the oxford of eastern world we feel proud of the
civilization of egypt babylonian and athens but we are aware or do not
learn more about the sind civilization of ancient india but now a days
middle east africa and many other countries of asia the education system
is not compared to the modern world according to the world ranking many
universities are uncountable this book will be helpful for those who are
interested to know the roots of the higher education system

Quality of Education and Campus Violence
2000

the book dhaka megacity geospatial perspectives on urbanisation
environment and health presents the use of geospatial techniques to
address a number of environmental issues including land use change
climatic variability urban sprawl population density modelling flooding
environmental health water quality energy resources urban growth
modelling infectious diseases and the quality of life although the work
is focused on the megacity of dhaka in bangladesh the techniques and
methods that are used to research these issues can be utilized in any
other areas where rapid population growth coupled with unplanned
urbanization is leading to environmental degradation the book is useful
for people working in the area of geospatial science urban geography
environmental management and international development since the
chapters in the book cover a range of environmental issues this book
describes useful tools for assisting informed decision making
particularly in developing countries



Satabarshera dvaraprante Dhaka Bisvabidyalaya
2019

this fascinating new book explores the benefits and dynamics of social
media storms and identifies the possible opportunities that they present
for further engagement with customers it provides actionable managerial
advice on planning for measuring and innovatively navigating social
media storms based on a sound theoretical background and illustrated by
vivid real life examples and case studies throughout every chapter this
book combines thorough explanations of the elements of business decision
making market interaction consumer psychology branding and business
communication in comparison to the existing literature the book departs
from the classical but insufficient crisis communication management
approaches to suggest novel frameworks and tools for empowering
businesses consumers and broader societies in the digital age social
media storms empowering leadership beyond crisis management provides
advanced undergraduate and postgraduate digital marketing marketing
communications strategy and crisis management students with a
comprehensive understanding of the social media storm phenomenon and
helps marketing and communications professionals to leverage the
opportunities that social media storms are bringing

An Alphabetical Index of Bengali Manuscripts in
the Dhaka University Library
1991

by the middle of the twenty first century more than fifty per cent of
the world s population will live in an urban environment most of this
new urban growth will take place in asia and africa yet most governments
in these two continents seem woefully unprepared for the challenges they
will face in providing their urban citizens with the basic services and
security from poverty environmental degradation and crime it is in this
context that in depth studies which lay bare the contours and
characteristics of society and institutions in the urban setting of
third world countries assume importance and urgency most studies on
urbanisation in developing countries concentrate on slums and shanty
towns in isolation from the rest of the society by contrast social
formation in dhaka 1985 2005 analyses urbanisation and urban society in
a holistic manner connecting the poor with the non poor and delineating
the change agents of the city as the first longitudinal study of the
social structure of any third world megacity this book will be of
interest to urban sociologists policy makers ngos and researchers
engaged in understanding the development in cities in the global south

The Convocation Speeches: 1923-1946
2019

collection of papers presented at the first international seminar on the
influence of perso arabic literary traditions on kazi nazrul islam
special reference to the holy quran and divan i hafez held in 2015 and
first international seminar on the contribution of kazi nazrul islam and
abul qasem firdausi to their national heritages held in 2016 organized
by abu rayhan biruni foundation dhaka at university of dhaka bangladesh



Social Science Review
2003

the adoption of english as the language of study and scholarship is
becoming increasingly common among universities across asia but does
this adoption of the english language not also mean the adoption of
western approaches to scholarship and knowledge this most timely and
important book critically examines how eap practitioners can negotiate
between western and asian academic practices and approaches to knowledge
and scholarship and is essential reading for anyone involved in
international education andy kirkpatrick professor in linguistics
griffith university

Expanding Informal Sector Activities in Dhaka
City. A Case Study of Education Coaching
2018

this book provides a supportive lending hand to researchers of
constitutional law worldwide about the constitutional law of bangladesh
moreover this book discusses the evolution and development of the
constitutional law of bangladesh over 50 years from its embryonic stage
with reference to comparative constitutional law this book is a very
useful resource for the comparative constitutional researchers as
readers will be able to easily interpret the constitutional law of
bangladesh from national regional and global constitutional law
perspectives this book celebrates the fiftieth anniversary of the
constitution the first of its kind to portray the journey of
constitutionalism in bangladesh comprehensively with intellectual
observations and palatable recommendations for improvement this book
looks back to the constituent assembly debates intention of the
constitution makers and how have those dreams and aspirations have come
into realities what goals have been achieved what caused some failures
and what should be its future directions at such a momentous point in
history it is imperative that its native and foreign constitutional
authoritative voices scholarly assess the constitutional design
understand the reasons for its successes and occasional failures and
ventilate their views towards its progressive development to elevate it
to a new height in the 21st century and beyond the book chapters discuss
not only the text of the constitution and some judicial precedents
rather involve in a much larger task of unveiling the interpretative
approach of the constitution from a comparative constitutional law
perspective this book shall project the future roadmap for the journey
of constitutionalism in bangladesh throughout all chapters offering
policy recommendations for the revision of the constitution

The Dhaka University Journal of Science
2006

this highly interesting book studies the cultural context of
modernisation of middle class muslim women in late 19th and 20th century
bengal its frames of reference are the bengal awakening the reform
movements brahmo hindu and muslim and the women s question as
articulated in material and ideological terms throughout the period



tracing the emergence of the modern muslim gentlewomen the bhadramahila
starting in 1876 when nawab faizunnesa chaudhurani published her first
book and ending with the foundation in 1939 of the lady brabourne
college the book gives an excellent analysis of the rise of a muslim
woman s public sphere and broadens our knowledge of bengali social
history in the colonial period

Dhaka University Journal of Business Studies
2009-12-02

between 1991 and 2010 dhaka s population more than doubled to 15 million
simultaneously the city s contribution to the national economy almost
trebled clearly population growth was accompanied by an unmistakable
trend of economic growth and a significant decline in urban poverty and
income inequality on the other hand dhaka s high population density
exacerbated serious environmental challenges and it was soon ranked as
one of the world s least livable cities in the context of these
contradictory signals of rapid urbanization dhaka s changing landscape
sets to answer three most intriguing questions are the poorer segments
of urban population which migrate with dreams for better lives
benefitting from positive economic trends are these benefits sustainable
are these benefits creating scope for this group to have a stake in the
city s growing prosperity by studying 600 households and applying
comparative analysis over a span of 20 years the authors examine
demographic and economic trends to understand the patterns scale and
complexity of urban poverty income inequality and rural urban migration
going beyond the space and poverty debate they enlighten the readers
about the quality of life questions sustainability matters and gender
and generational roles and relations necessary to understand qualitative
transformation and migrants prospects for a better future

Dhaka, Folk Work and Place
1996

fifty years of bangladesh portrays the multi faceted dimensions of
bangladesh s development journey its economic and social transformation
and political and cultural contestations the book presents new empirical
data supplemented with critical analysis of processes actors and actions
that have been the drivers of bangladesh s transformation and offers new
ways of understanding bangladesh organized in six sections the book
provides a multi disciplinary holistic and interrelated narrative of the
bangladesh story covering its economic and social transformation the
political history and changing cultural landscapes it presents new
empirical data and proposes new theoretical and analytical frameworks to
explain the country s complex and paradoxical developments capturing the
vast landscape of changes that have taken place in different sectors of
bangladesh during the last fifty years the contributors analyse the
variety of bangladesh s experiences its achievements as well as the
shortfalls and mistakes they propose new models and perspectives to
ground bangladesh s developments identify persistent and emerging
challenges and suggest ways forward a valuable addition to scholarship
on bangladesh this book can be used as a reference in universities
research institutions and international development agencies interested
in development studies south asian studies and studies of the global
south
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